Flexible LED system solutions | Proﬁles

Ledprofiler
Slim proﬁ le system

Slim proﬁ le 45°
FX-QMS-G1-T45D19H19-300

Slim proﬁ le round
FX-QMS-G1-TR19H16-300

Slim proﬁ le 6 mm height
FX-QMS-G1-TU15H6-300

With its compact dimensions, the
proﬁ le is ideal for highlighting
furni-ture, shelves and closets.

In addition to furniture and handrails,
the proﬁ le is also suitable for pendant
solutions.

Compact dimensions make the proﬁle
a good choice for coves, furniture,
shelves and closets.

Slim proﬁle 6 mm height,
3 mm wings
FX-QMS-G1-TU15H6W3-300

Slim proﬁ le 12 mm height
FX-QMS-G1-TU16H12-300

Slim proﬁ le adjustable
light angle
FX-QMS-G1-TU16H12LS-300

The proﬁle is best suited for
embedding seamless light
lines into ﬂ at surfaces.

Slim but powerful, the proﬁle can be
used for general lighting, wall grazing
and wall washing.

The proﬁle is suitable for mood and
effect lighting across large surfaces,
but also for general lighting.

Slim proﬁle 12 mm height,
3 mm wings
FX-QMS-G1-TU16H12W3-300

Slim proﬁ le
LF-LTS-2100

The slim and powerful proﬁle can be
used for both decorative and general
lighting.

The slim and powerful proﬁle can
highlight furniture or coves, even in
conﬁ ned spaces.

Wide proﬁ le system

Wide proﬁ le 30°
FX-QMW-G1-TK30D46H27-300

Wide proﬁ le 8 mm height
FX-QMW-G1-TU26H8-300

Wide proﬁ le 25 mm height
FX-QMW-G1-TU26H25-300

The proﬁle is suitable for accent
lighting and perfectly sets the stage
for worktops and closets.

Due to its reduced height, the
proﬁle is ideal for surface-mounted
or embedded lighting in suspended
ceilings.

The proﬁle ensures functional and
elegant solutions for decorative and
general lighting.

®

Wide proﬁle 25 mm height,
2 mm wings
FX-QMW-G1-TU26H25W2-300

Wide proﬁle 25 mm height,
10 mm wings
FX-QMW-G1-TU26H25W10-300

In decorative and general lighting,
the proﬁ le is best suited for
recessed mounting.

Thanks to its accessories for recessed
mounting, the proﬁ le is suited for
architectural integration.
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